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Enhancing the place-name studies acumen:
Historiographic reflections between
(urban) Africa and Israel/Palestine

Panel # 2: (Post-)Colonial ideologies and signage
Discursive relations between place-naming policies and colonial, post-colonial and post-independence state ideologies in Africa and Israel are exemplified in this panel through short insights on Francophone, Anglophone and
Lusophone Africa, and on British Palestine and independent Israel.

Liora Bigon, Department of Multidisciplinary Studies,
HIT - Holon Institute of Technology

Embracing a synoptic perspective, the conference lecture shall analyse
research tendencies in place-name studies (toponymy) regarding subSaharan Africa, in light of their wider interference with other area-studies
research traditions in toponymy, that is, of Europe and Israel/Palestine.
While the last two decades are characterised in a 'critical turn' in placename scholarship and self-conscious engagement with critical theories of
space and place, only meagre number of references touches sub-Saharan
Africa (and Latin America and Asia). In addition, the recent research is
over-concerned with the understanding that place naming reflects the
power of modern political regimes, nationalism and ideology. The
preoccupation with political power's control over both landscape and
history is especially true for publications in English, which tend to be
centred on the West and Eastern Europe, with only few geographic
exceptions. The Euro-centrism is accentuated considering the manifested
uni-directionality of some of the research, such as that on streetrenaming policies in European cities following revolutionary changes of
political regimes, often disconnected from bottom-up responses on the
part of the urban residents. It is also accentuated because of the classical
methodological problem within the field of human geography, of the
reliance on maps and gazetteers to study place names, on the expense
of participant observation, interviews, and ethnographic methods.
Similarly, in the case of the highly ideological and contested environment
of Israel/Palestine, the Jewish-Arab conflict has engendered not only a
divided and split space along status, ethnic and national lines ‒ but also
split place-name historiographies with a remarkable contextual
arrogance. By referring to some recent pioneering collective projects in
place-name studies regarding the global South and by showing their
potential enriching quality in terms of methodology and content, the
conference paper strives to contribute for a de-Eurocentrisation of
toponymic scholarship. This is through pointing on some inspiring and
inclusive research directions, highlighting urban histories, (post-)colonial
legacies and mundane practices/terminologies.

The conference paper is tightly connected with an exploratory
international photography exhibition that took place in HIT and at the
Architect's House gallery in Jaffa last summer, entitled "Street signage
from here to urban Africa and back again" (curated by Dr. Liora Bigon
and Dr. Arch. Michel Ben Arrous from Centre Yavné, Bordeaux & History
Department, Bar Ilan University). By tying together a rich visual collection
of street signs from (post-)colonial Africa and Israel, the exhibition
examined the signage as an outcome of dialectic processes, historical
and current, of spatial production, attached imagery, emotions and
symbolism.
The aim of the exhibition was threefold. First, it strived to de-colonise
place-name studies by bringing into the fore the global South and its
urban politics and practices of naming and signage. Second, the
exhibition not merely sought to document toponymic inscriptions in the
cityscape, but rather, to understand the cityscape as a written and
unwritten inscription produced by wider, variegated, forces. Street
signage in the global South thus normally reflects a colonial heritage of
multiple European powers and post-colonial developments. However,
top-down heritages have been constantly interacting with indigenous
bottom-up naming conceptions by the space users. The exhibition
focused on these interactions in terms of identity/alterity interplay; and
memories and counter-memories in a variety of scales, languages and
contexts. Third, not only did the exhibition correspond with the actual
and perceptual realities today in situ in the regions in question, it was
also a pioneer in offering analytical categories (through eight thematic
panels) to investigate the processes that have shaped this visual corpus.
In the following are three exemplary expo panels, with some images:

Panel # 3: Reshaping the public space: Bottom-up responses
Top-down, ideologically driven policies of street-naming and signage generate, almost by definition, bottom-up reactions and responses. Examples in this panel encompass graffiti, alternative signage, self-initiated signage
and creative reuse of signage codes. They convey different attitudes to official signposting, ranging from protest and engagement to mockery and ironic distance. Each, in its own way, challenges the hegemonic claim of a
dominant culture.

Panel # 4: The politics of street numbering
By the rationalisation and quantification of the 'lived spaces', street numbers are part of calculative techniques, monitoring and surveillance efforts since the emergence of the modern (colonial) state. In the postcolonial
period, street numbering has indeed remained the preferred policy in many African countries. Aside from several World Bank failing economic-betterment programmes, it is mainly for one basic reason: names often stir
controversy, numbers never do.

